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Kushina nine tails chakra mode

Why will Naruto get a cloak of Nine Tails, and the other tail beasts don't give one to their Jinchurika? It doesn't make sense if another tailed beast isn't as powerful as Nine Tails or it's something we never see other tailed beasts show themselves in this form with their Jinchūriki. I just want to know if other tailed beasts can give such a
raincoat to their Jinchuricki or not. from episodes33ReleaseOriginal networkTV TokyoSeason timeline← Previous season 11 Next →Season 13 Naruto List: Episodes Shippuden Episodes for the twelfth season of the anime series Naruto: Shippuden based on Part II for Masash Kishimoto's manga. The film was directed by Hayato Date,
produced by Pierroth and TV Tokyo. [1] The season follows Naruto Uzumaki, controlling the power of the Nine-Tails at the beginning of the Fourth Sinobi War, episodes 257 to 260 being a repeat of the events of Part I of the plot. The season runs from January to August 2012. On January 2, 2009, Viz Media and Crunchyroll began
providing episodes with subtitles. [3] The English double of the season aired on Neon Alley on May 24, 2014 to January 3, 2015. From March 31 to November 17, 2019, the season debuts on English TELEVISION on the Adult Swim software unit Toonami. The DVD collection was released on October 3, 2012, titled Nine-Tailed Fox
Taming and Karmic Encounters (九尾掌握と因果なる邂逅, Kyūbi Shōaku to Inga naru Kaikō). [4] Episodes 248 and 249 were released together under the title Special Volume: The Birth of Naruto (特別編 ~ナルト誕⽣~) on August 1, 2012. Episodes 257 through 260 were released on September 5, 2012, titled Special Volume: Two
Destinies (特別編 ~宿命の⼆⼈ ~). [5] The season contains five songs between two holes and three endings. The first opening theme, newsong tacica, is used from episode 243 to 256. The second theme of the opening of Totsugeki Rock (突撃ロック, Assault Rock) is used by Kromagnans from episode 257 to 275. The first final theme,
On My Side (バイマイサイド, Bai Mai Saido) hemenway, is used from episodes 243 to 256. The second final theme, Cascade (カスケ̇ド, Kasukēdo) by UNLIMITS, is used from episodes 257 to 268. The third ending theme is Kono Koe Karashite feat. CHEHON (この声枯らして. Chehon, Shout this voice dry feat. CHEHON) AISHA, used
from episode 269 to 275. The sixth feature film, The Road to Ninja: Naruto Film, was released on July 28, 2012. The airy versions of episodes 271-275 include scenes from the film in the original themes, while preserving the music of Totsugeki Rock. The list of episodes no. Title Original date aired English air date 243Land Ahoy! Is this
Paradise Island? Transcription: Rakuen no Sym? (Japanese: 上陸! 楽園の島?) January 5, 2012 (2012-01-05)May 24, 2014 When the Naruto group reach Paradise Island, they are rescued from a giant octopus squid from the prophecy of the Great Frog Sage: Killer Beat in Eight-Tailed Form. Despite Naruto's initial reservations, he learns
from the caretaker of Motoi Island that Bhu is Jingchuri, who has pinned down his tailed beast and asks for his mentoring. But Bew refuses, especially when Naruto accidentally insulted him during a rap session after hitting his fist. While Motoi insults Naruto by insulting Byu by coming to him for help, he takes him and Yamato to the
Waterfall of Truth, where Byu is mediocre as part of his studies. Naruto learns that he must overcome the embodiment of his inner darkness before he can face the Nine-Tailed. 244Lbyo Byu and MotoyTranskryptsiia: Kirabi to Motoy (Japanese: キラ̇ビと
̇ モイイ)12 January, 2012 (2012-01-12)31 May 2014 Responding to Naruto's need to
learn more about Bü to find a way to overcome his dark side, Motoi admits he was a childhood friend of Bees and he tried to kill him after he became an eight-tailed jinchurika since his father died when the tailed beast was sealed after being sealed as he was pulled from his previous master. Disguised at the time, Motoi continues to follow
Bew and witnesses him overcoming his abuse from his fellow villagers. Later, as Naruto thinks about how to overcome his dark me, Motoi grabbed a giant squid. Beat appears as eight tails and saves Motoi. When Motoy asks Bye why he saved him despite trying to kill him, Bey replies in rap that it's because they're friends. 245Necessary
challenge! Naruto vs. nine tailsTranscripation: Saranara Shiren! Naruto VS Kyūbi!! (Japanese: さらなる試練! ナルトVS九尾!!) January 19, 2012 (2012-01-19)June 7, 2014 Reaching an understanding with Murderer Bey, Naruto uses what he learned to overcome his dark self by thanking his colleague for shaping who he is now. Bü
declares himself a Naruto instructor, taking him and Yamato to the temple behind the waterfall, explaining this is a testing ground for Jingchurika to directly resist and tame their tailed beasts. Bye, Yamato and Naruto enter the chamber, where Naruto has to fight nine tails after unveiling his seal, Bute advises young people to pull out
chakra Nine tails as Naruto uses his mediocre state to take over sage mode. 246A orange sparkTranscripation: Orenji-iro no Kagayaki (Japanese: オレンジ⾊の輝き)January 26, 2012 (2012-01-26)June 14, 2014 During his battle with Nine Tails, Naruto is almost consumed by a tailed beast when a red-haired woman intervenes. Despite
Naruto's assumption that she was an illusion, she injects herself as a chakra imprint of his mother Kushina Uzumaki. Kushina tells her story about met Minato Namikaze at the Academy and how she used to hate her red hair because others ridiculed her. Kushina's looks at her hair changed when Minato used it to track down a hidden ninja
cloud that kidnapped her through her special chakra, fell in love with Minato as a result. Then she trusts Naruto that he will fulfill their dreams. 247Met: Nine TailsTranscripation: Nerawareta Kyūbi (Japanese: 狙われた九尾)February 2, 2012 (2012-02-02)June 21, 2014 Naruto manages to defeat Nine Tails and pull out his chakra before
trapping the monster in a new seal, promising to set things right with the beast's tail. Revealing that Minato gave her time, Kushina decides to give Naruto the full story of the Nine Tails attack on the village of Hidden Letter. She begins by revealing herself as the previous Nine Tails Jinchuriki from the hidden village of Whirlpool, a close ally
of the village's hidden leaves that was destroyed as others feared powerful methods of sealing her people. Kushina then explains that the seal on jinchuriki's female waves during pregnancy, was moved to a secret location along with Minato, the wife of The Third Hawkage, Bivako Sarutobi, a medi-nin named Taji, and an ANBU team. But
the ANBU is all killed by Tobi as it penetrates the venue. 248Chetvert match of Hawkage's death! Transcript: Yondaime no Shitō!! (Japanese: 四代⽬の死闘!!) February 9, 2012 (2012-02-09)June 28, 2014 Kushina successfully delivers Naruto, but their celebration comes up short when Toby suddenly appears, killing both Taji and Bivako
before holding the newborn hostage to keep the Fourth Hawkage from restoring the seal on Cushina. Although Minato quickly saves Naruto, Toby manages to free Nine Tails and place it under the control of his Sharingan. Kushina survived the mining saved by Minato when Toby orders Nine Tails to kill her. Minato leaves Kushina with his
son as he pursues a masked ninja who causes Nine Tails to attack Kona. When Minato arrives in Konoha and warps nine tail beast bombs, Toby engages Minato in a teleportation battle until Minato deftly defeats his opponent with his Rasengan, applying the seal of the contract to take control of nine tails. NOTE: The violent scenes were
deleted when Cartoon Network aired. 249SpasabiTranscripation: 'Arigatō' (Japanese: 「ありがとう」)February 9, 2012 (2012-02-09)July 5, 2014 Although freed from Control by Tobi, a masked ninja considering it a minor comeback, the vengeful Nine Tails continue to wreak havoc as Hirusen and ninjas work to force the tailed beast out
of the village. But Minato returns to the city and uses Gambanta to restrain Nine Tails long enough for him to teleport it with his family to the outskirts of the village. After Kushina ties nine tails in chakra chains, Absorb the tailed beast back into her body with the process of killing her. But Minato points to a flaw as Nine Tails eventually
reconstruct themselves and wrest a power vacuum, revealing his intention to sacrifice himself to stop the chaos Toby intends to create. Minato uses the seal of Draper's death to take the yin half of nine tails into himself so the weakened tailed beast can be sealed in Naruto. When Nine Tails make a last-ditch attempt to break free, Minato
and Kushina sacrifice themselves to take the death toll meant for their son. After repelling chakra-based manifestations to help Naruto in curbing Nine Tails, Minato and Kushina said goodbye to their son. 250Bed in paradise! Weird beast vs monster! Transcript: Chinjū VS Kaijin! Rakuen no Tatakai! (Japanese: 珍獣VS怪⼈! 楽園の戦い!)
On February 16, 2012 (2012-02-16)On July 12, 2014, Kushina's chakra imprint finally departs from the psyche of Naruto and Naruto promises himself that he will train hard and surpass the previous Hawkage in pursuit of his dream of becoming the next Hawkage. Naruto wakes up and reflects his new ability to assume Nine Tails Chakra
Mode, his ability to feel negative emotions, allowing him to feel Kisame from Samehada. Revealing that Ai and Bhu had killed the bait while he was hiding in Samehada until it was time to host Keeler Bi's chakra, Kisame flees with the intention of informing Tobi of Jinchurikis' whereabouts. But he ends up facing Guy, who mistook Akatsuki's
dick as his reflection, losing Sameheda to a beat despite using his weapon to replenish his chakra while fleeing. The guy manages to intercept Kysame when he's going to give the scroll a shark, defeating the chakra-absorbing villain with his Hidtor technique. 251Manage named KisameTranscripation: Kisame to Iu Otoko (Japanese: ⿁鮫
という男)February 23, 2012 (2012-02-23)July 19, 2014 After defeat by Guy, Kisame retrained Yamato, so Aoba can collect Intel. Aobe looked in Memory of Kysame's murder team of the ciff on his behalf when their capture of Hidden Ninja Sheet is immediate, later killing his boss to take his place among the Seven Fencers while studying
the fourth Mizukage Yahura Karatachi controlled by the unmasked Tobi. Before Aobe sees Toby's face, Kysame bites his tongue to regain consciousness and bursts out of his restraining arms to create a dome of water around him. By joining Akatsuki because Toby promised him a world without lying, remembering Iachi's words about
how a man finds self-esteem at the time of their death, Kisamae allows himself to devour his shark subpoena. The group is appalled by Kisame's resolution towards his comrade that Guy finally recognizes Kisame. But when they open a Kisame scroll designed for delivery, they cause a trap and are contained in water prisons as caused
scrolling spirits. 252Angel Death BulletinTranscripation: Shi e Isano Tenshi (Japanese: 死へいざなう天使)1 March 2012 (2012-03-01)26 July 2014 Leaving Akatsuki, Conan recalls the event from his past while Giraj lived with her, Nagato and Yahiko. Conan then feels Toby arriving at the village of Hidden Rain to get Rinnegan Nagato,
getting him as she takes him to the outskirts, explaining Nagato's resting place is not in the village. While fighting Conan, when she condemns him for stealing Akatsuki from them, still confused as to why she and Nagato sided with Naruto, Toby reveals that he influenced Yahiko by claiming that as Madara, he gave Nagato an eye. Conan
refuses to hand over Nagato Tobi as it turns into thousands in paper bombs to take out a ninja mask, only to survive with the ninja's destroyed right hand and his mask partially damaged. Conan replies that she put faith in the ideal of fallen friends to Naruto, opening the sea under them to carry out six hundred billion paper bombs. 253City
to peaceTranscripation: Heiwa e no Kakehashi (Japanese: 平和への懸け橋)March 8, 2012 (2012-03-08)August 2, 2014 Conan uses his six hundred billion paper bombs against Tobi to use the limits of his teleportation and judo intangibles to warrant his death, exhausting most of her chakras in the process. But Toby plucks the gambit
using Isanagi at the price of his left-handed eyes, imposing Conan, explaining the similarity of technique to Rinnegan through Senyu and the Uchich clans, both are descendants of the Six Ways sage. Declaring himself Madara Uchiha, the second sixth-way seat perfectly digested by hashira cells, Toby defeats Conan and, condemning her
faith in Naruto as foolish. Toby then uses his remaining Sharingan to get her to reveal the location of The Tomb of Nagato and Yahiko before ending his life. After receiving Nagato's corpse, Toby returns to Akatsuki Base, where he repairs his body and moves into a new outfit before Zetsu presents Kisame's intellect at the jinchurikis site.
254Super Secret Mission S-rankTranscripation: Doesu-kyū Gokuhi Ninmu (Japanese: ドS級極秘任務)March 15, 2012 (2012-03-15)August 9, 2014 Naruto begins his secret S-rank mission as an animal surveyor, still unaware that it is actually a distraction to keep him in the dark about the coming war, while the island itself turned out to be

a giant tortoise. Naruto's challenge to get the animals to the shelter leads to him colliding with a Stowaway Condor and getting into a shovel among giant animals battered over a giant armadillo. On Akatsuki's khovka, Kabuto reveals what he knows about Tsuki's project no Mi and his desire to experiment on Zez, persuading Tobi to let him
go after and Yamato. Tobi accepts the offer, taking Cabuto to the cell where the Gedo statue rests on a flower with an unconscious clone of Hashiram Senju's body poured into it. Tobi shows that the roots of the flower hold a preserved army of 100,000 White Zez, created from captive-tailed chakra beasts and ready for deployment. When
five Kage learns that Akatsuki now knows the whereabouts of jinchurikis, Onoki suggests travelling to the island with his bodyguards. Onochi intercepts Kabuto and resuscitated Deydar on the way. 255Chrug returnsTranscripation: Heyutsuka Futahabi (Japanese: 芸術家再び)March 22, 2012 (2012-03-22)August 16, 2014 With a giant
tortoise intercepted by a clone he created from the original, Kabuto has Dadar use a bomb to flip the turtle on his back to insinuate it after they have lashed out at Onoki. Inside the shells, Yamato, Motoi and Aobu persuade Naruto to continue surveying the animals while they investigate. As Onoki and Akatsuchi lure Deidara away from the
turtle so that Tsukikaj can safely use his particle style, the arrival of the Yamato group allows Jutsue Kurotsuchi ensnare Kabuto. But when Aoba tries to extract information from him, Cabuto discovers he lulls the group into a false sense of security as he sheds his skin to become a monster that spirits Yamato away in his nostrils II before
returning to Deidara's frustration. Toby, replacing his left eye with one of Nagato, assures Kabuto's intention to use Yamato cells in the White Zez change. 256Selected! Shinobi's Allied Forces! Transcription: Finder! Shinobi Rengogun! (Japanese: 集結! 忍連合軍!) March 29, 2012 (2012-03-29)August 23, 2014 Onoki safely transports the
giant turtle back to Hidden Cloud Village, while Killer Bee begins Naruto training. On the outskirts of Akatsuki's hideout, Tokuma discovers the White Zez army with his Kayacugan and relays the intelligence of five keg. After that, Sinobi Alliance troops gather in five combat-based combat specialty platoons, as well as 3 strongholds:
reconnaissance, medical/logistical and reconnaissance. Gaar assumes the position of captain of the battle squad of four, and commander in chief of all five combat units. Meanwhile, Kabuto invokes his army of resuscitated ninjas, which include deceased members of Akatsuki, the previous Kage, the last Jinchuriki of captive-tailed beasts,
and other powerful ninjas. With both reanimated ninjas and a fully modified Army of White Zez, Tobi and Kabuto head to start the fourth great ninja war. 257MessesTranscripation: Deai (Japanese: 出会い) April 5, 2012 (2012-04-05)August 30, 2014 to the fourth Great Ninja War, a young Naruto paints the houses of peasants and runs
away after hearing them complain. Later, when Hirousen comes to his house to give it to him Naruto asks him about his late parents. But the third Hawkaj refuses to answer. A few years later, while at the academy, Naruto meets Sasuke Uchiha and is constantly defeated by him, having a night of hatred in his eyes during one sparring
session. Soon after, Naruto learns that Sasuke is the only survivor of the Uchiha clan massacre. After graduation, Naruto and Sasuke are placed in the same team along with Sakura Haruno and manage to take kakasi Hatake's bell test. When they go on a mission to earth waves, they are attacked and Naruto gets injured. To everyone's
disappointment, Naruto percolates his own hand to remove the poison and promises never to be rucked up again. 258SupernikiTranskryptsiia: Raibaru (Japanese: ライバル)12 April 2012 (2012-04-12)September 6, 2014 During Chunin's exams, Team 7 was ambushed by a ninja named Schiore, who turned out to be Orochimaru in
disguise as he managed to place his curse mark on Sasuke. At the time, not nervous about Naruto's courage when he initially feared for his life, Sasuke was even more surprised to see Naruto conquer the genius of hidden rain as they accompanied Cabuto. During the third phase of the exam, Sasuke confesses to wanting to face Naruto
in battle, and asks Kakashi to teach him Chidora. 259RifTranskrypation: Kiretsu (Japanese: ⻲裂)19 April 2012 (2012-04-19)September 13, 2014 When Chunin exams the invasion of hidden sand in an alliance at Orochimaru, Sasuke overthinked a jinchuriki named Gaar from the sand that mocks his lack of hatred This led to Sasuke being
rescued by Naruto when he manages to defeat Gaar. Later, continuing his studies, Sasuke learns about Iachie's whereabouts and tries to avenge his clan. Easily defeated by his brother, Sasuke is again accused of lacking hatred and saved by the legendary ninja Jiraiya. Healed by Tsunade, Sasuke confronts Naruto to see if he has the
power to defeat him. Despite the fact that the battle was stopped by Kakashi, Sasuke again surprised by the power of the newly acting Rasengan Naruto. That night, Sasuke was ambushed by Oricimar's bodyguards, the Sound Four, who invite him to join Oricimar and gain more power. 260SaveTranscriction: Ribetsu (Japanese: 離
別)April 26, 2012 (2012-04-26)September 20, 2014 Sasuke leaves the village with the Sound Four to head to Oricimara, with Naruto joining a search team made up of its leader Shikamaru, his teammate Choji, Kiba, and Sky. Only Naruto is able to reach Sasuke as other members of the search group each end up battling a Member of the
Sound Four, killing other members and their fifth Kimimaro with the help of Gaar and his siblings. Having been given new powers from the full potential of the cursed Mark Oroshimar, Sasuke tries to kill Naruto in a brawl that leads to the latter pressing more chakra of nine tails. With Naruto and Sasuke at the height of power, they unleash
their strongest attacks with Sasuke the winner when he goes to a meeting with Oricimar. However, despite the loss of his friend, Naruto abandons Sasuke and intends to bring him back. 261For my friendTranscripation: Tomo no Tame ni (Japanese: 友のために)3 May 2012 (2012-05-03)September 27, 2014 After he and Tobi mobilize their
army, Cabuto captures Anko as she sends his teammates to hand over their intelligence to allied Shino Meanwhile in Hidden Cloud Village, ninjas from different villages began arguing with each other until Gaara delivers a speech about how Naruto allowed him to reject his hatred and accept him as a friend. Gaara finishes by acting that
they all stand as one shin to protect Naruto from Akatsuki. The argument stops, the ninjas start to forgive each other and everyone praises Gaar. After the speech, Shinobi's allied forces are now mobilizing towards the enemy. 262It beginsTranscribation: Kaysen! (Japanese: 開戦!) May 10, 2012 (2012-05-10)October 4, 2014 Cancuro
heads the command unit of the Allied Shinobi Force, consisting of Sai, Omoi, Taji hidden leaves and Ethan hidden stone into enemy territory and installed a perimeter to find Kabuto so they can get him to hack the Reanimation Of Yutsu. But they were ambushed by a unit overseen by Dadara and Sassore, who captured Anko's
subordinates with Muta Abarame, who was manipulated last as a suicide bomber with wounded Tajji, trying to save him as Ethan sinks his outpost to escape the blast. Tokuma and Rank descend to attack the Cancuro unit until Omoi attacks Deidara to cut the strings of Chakra Sassari, saving Tokuma and Amokura while Cancuro pulls
Sasory down as Ethan raises his outpost. When Sai joins fry and recognizes his brother Sheen with the enemy, Cancuro recalls his latest clash with Sassouri during a meeting with a puppet master in his true form before summoning Sassouri's puppet body to settle things down. 263Sai and ShinTranskryptsiia: Sai to the tyre (Japanese: サ
イとシン)17 May, 2012 (2012-05-17)October 11, 2014 Sassouri finally got his perfect immortal body before the battle between the two divisions began, Sheen revealed that there was a blast of Clay Dadara inside him as he manipulates Sasora for attack. Even though Cancuro sacrifices Salamandera to snag Shin and contain the
explosion, Tire's body grows back with Dadara converging to continuously use it as a bomb. Dadara's remark infuried Say as he knocks him and Sassouri out of the air and into the expected puppets of Cancuro, while Omoi uses his lightning-free style to defuse Dadar's clay. Despite Sai expected to fight Sheen, his brother instead sets off
in the afterauth, seeing how ready the drawing of both him and Saia, holding hands, broke on him Jutsu. Sassari also after being touched by Cancuro's speech about how he received immortality through the puppets he created by entrusting the younger ninja to his mother and Father puppets so they could be handed over to their next
generation. As Cabuto feels lost by Sasory and Shin, Toby begins to suspect that Cabuto is playing him and allied Shinobi against each other. 264Secrets of Resuscitation Of DziutsuTranscripation: Edo Tensei no Himitsu (Japanese: 穢⼟転⽣の秘密)May 24, 2012 (2012-05-24)October 18, 2014 Killer Beige tries to teach Naruto to use a
tailed beast bomb, Gyuki briefly taking over to explain the risks of Naruto continuing his nine tail chakra mode or using clones while in this state. When Naruto learns that Rasengan has been modeled the Tailed Beast Bomb, he is trained to figure out the correct dosage of yin and chakras for use. Meanwhile, insisting that he needs Anko
alive to siphon Chakra Oricimara away from her, Cabuto responds to Toby's insistence to explain the work of Yutsu Intensive Care. Tobi lends Torune and Fu and snaps the former's neck, Kabuto explaining the process by making inconable Fu into a vessel for the reanimated Torune. Kabuto adds that he can't summon the first four
Hawkaj, whose souls are currently contained in the Reaper's death seal, showing that the yutsu can be undone by its user. Meanwhile, Ao discovers large quantities of White Zezu moving underground with Kitsuchi and Kurotsuchi using their Erupt jutsu to zoe them away. 265Star Nemesis returnsTranscripation: Shukuteki without Saikai
(Japanese: 宿敵との再会)31 May, 2012 (2012-05-31)October 25, 2014 Sai, Omoi and Sai are grounded by a group of advancing reanimed ninjas who Zabuza and Haku are members of Kakashi's unit arriving in time to rescue them. While other resuscitated ninjas appeared to be Hiddan Sand Scorch-Style user Pakura and the explosion
of Hidden Stone Ninja Gary, Kakashi and Sakura recognize Zabuza and Haku as former reveals to their former enemies how they influenced Naruto, giving Haka the closing of Zabuza's final moments. But Kabuto removes Zabuza's group from their free will as Zabuza and Haku ask Kakashi to stop them gaining reinforcements in former
members of the Seven Ninja Mist Swords. 266First and last opponentTranscripation: Saisho no Teki, Saigo no Teki (Japanese: 最初の敵, 最後の敵)June 7, 2012 (2012-06-07)1 November 2014 Suigestu explains The Seven Ninja Swords of Yugo Fog, mentioning his brother Mangetsu and the strongest members of the group who Kabuto
reapply, Kakashi's group encounter fencing as Mangetsu summoned his weapon. Gary and Pakura run while Zabuza uses his fog so other fencers can pick up the ninja. Kakashi forms a plan to remove Zabuza from combat, but history repeats itself with blocking Haku while Kakashi evades fully restored Kate's blade. Remembering Naruto
talking about them after the mission ended, Kakashi defeats Zabuza so he and Haku can be sealed quickly. Telling Sai that his sealing of the yutsu is next, Livid Kakashi picks up the Blade of the Executioner with the intention of going outside. Meanwhile, in the Second Division, the Battle of White Zez is under way while Gaar's division is
about to face its opposition in the form of a reanimed Second Tsuchikaj Moo. 267Blic military adviser to the hidden letterTranscripation: Konoha no Tensai Gunshi (Japanese: ⽊ノ葉の天才軍師)June 21, 2012 (2012-06-21)8 November 2014 Mu proceeds to call Kage, who Kabuto resuscitated, explaining his situation by arguing with
Second Mizukage Hengetsu Hozuki over a duel that killed them years ago. They are interviewed by Gaar, who sees the group to include his father: The Fourth Casecaj Ration. Meanwhile, shinobi's allied headquarters learns that Darui's coastline unit will encounter White Zez and a powerful reanimed group of ninjas consisting of Kakuzu,
Tsunade's lover Dan Kato, Nedji Hisashi's father Huga, as well as gold and silver brothers Kinkaku and Ginkaku. Ai is unhappy with joining the fight with his strategist Shikaku Narah, who reformulated the combat formation so that all divisions can acquire enough support. But Onoki decides to join Gaar's forces to counter the threat That
Mu poses in being both undepreted and wield kekki Ota like himself. 268Thole battle! Transcription: Sorezore no Hekissen!! (Japanese: それぞれの激戦!!) June 28, 2012 (2012-06-28)15 November 2014 Black Zetsu arrives at the fortified palace in which feudal lords gathered, intending to take them hostage. But Black Zetsu falls
backwards after finding the Lords fake and supporting his observations on the ground. Meanwhile, on the coastline, White Zez and a reanimated ninja attack as Hisashi confronts his brother Hiashi, reiterating that his death was for the sake of their clan. In the desert, Shiakumarou receives an order from the headquarters to help the
Daruya unit, while Temari is concerned about their division facing the powerful Kekki Tota chinobi. While Onoku is inauspicies with the Fourth Division, Daruy faces Kinkaku and Ginkaku. 269Recorded wordsTranscripation: Enu Jī Wādo (in English: NGワ̇ド)July 5, 2012 (2012-07-05)22 November 2014 Ai explains to Tunadi that Kinkaku
and Ginkaku are two of the most feared criminals of hidden cloud, nearly killed by Tobirama when they attacked him during a peace conference with second Raikazh. Ay also reveals that the brothers use items belonging to the Six Ways sage, such as war fan Bashosen, who uses all five Natur Chakras capable of withstanding the use of
items from eating some Nine Tails chakras. Through Samui and Atsui to assist Darui in fighting them, the brothers trap them in through the use of a combo involving a Kokinjo rope that reveals his spiritual word and the Shichiseiken blade that curses him. Darui manages to change his spiritual word when he nearly sealed himself by
stealing the instruments of the brothers and capturing Ginkaku inside Benychiago. But it is pervading Kinkaka into introducing his pseudo-Jinchurika regime. 270 Gilded BondsTranscriction: Konjiki no Kizuna (Japanese: ⾦⾊の絆)19 July 2012 (2012-07-19)November 29, 2014 Kinkaku turns into a pseudo-Nine-tailed in response to his
brother being sealed by defeating a unit of Daruya. At its headquarters, Secretary Ay's handpicked Mabui uses his jutsu teleportation facility to transfer the sealing pot, known as Kohaku to no Jochey, into the Darui group as they are joined by Sikakumar and half of the Fourth Division. Daruya manages to seal Kinkaka with the help of
Asuma's team before Kakuzu arrives and reveals his side's own gold and silver pieces in the form of Dan Kato and reanimated by Asuma Sarutobi. 271Road on Sakura26 July 2012 (2012-07-26)December 6, 2014 After walking through the mouth forest of the village of Ino looks up and sees Sakura fall through the sky. She brings her back
to Konoha and Unada checks Sakura, who determines that she has developed amnesia. Eating through the village and meeting other members of Konogh 11, Sakura notes that they look vaguely familiar, but not as she remembered them. Later, when Sakura realizes she has lost the cherry blossom necklace she had around her neck,
they and Ino begin frantically searching for it. Her parents, Kizashi and Mebuki eventually find dazed Sakura and her father returning the necklace to her. Remembering parts of his past, Sakura runs to hug his parents, crying. Although it is very messed by her parents, they depart, telling her to go home later. Sakura eventually tells Ino that
it's likely she wasn't the sakura she knew before disappearing again in a bright light, leaving Ino severely confused. 272Mifune vs. HanzoTranskrypation: Mifune vs Hanzō (Japanese: ミフネVS半蔵)August 2, 2012 (2012-08-02)December 13, 2014 As a surprise attack by the division attempt to retreat to the rendezvary, they pursue
reinforcements of Akatsuki. Summoning his Salamander Ibuse, Hanzo orders him to attack. Unleash paralyzed fog poison, division is given to the paralyzed and left at the mercy of Hanzo. However, Mifune and his unit will soon arrive and he rejects there will be a devastating blow. Buzzing about the past and the paths they have chosen to
go through since the two trade blows, Mifune is able to break hanzo's sickle and respirator. Mindful of his encounter with Mifune in life, Hanzo moves towards his broken cutacies and using a blade exercises seppuk, telling Mifune that he trusts him with his conviction. This act cuts to a poisonous sac that has in Hanzo's body from
childhood, and causes a leakage of poison and evaporation. Shockingly Kabuto Yakushi, Hanzo's body stops responding to his orders and the legendary tyre is soon tied up and sealed. 273Support kindnessTranscripation: Hontō no Yasashisa (Japanese: 本当 の優しさ)August 9, 2012 (2012-08-09)December 20, 2014 Izumo and Kotetsu
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